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1) Prof' Dr. shafiqunnabee samadi, senior professor University of Rajshahi.

Dr' Samadi' chief editor of the international journal Nirikh had pointed out why and where thedevelopment of Bengali Literature has a different struggle. He had analyzed the history and the poriticsof Bangladesh to establish his point that we have to consider the peopre of modern Bangradesh in view

;:ltil:J:::;;1 
0",n nationatitv' For that reason creativity and search for identity sesresated the way

2) Prof. Dr. Mosa Samsun Nahar. University of Rajshahi.

Dr' Nahar had discussed over the Bengali Essays of Bangladesh. what she actualty had tried to ctarifiTthat that the literature of Bangladesh in not just about by Bengali Language. English, Urdu and Tribat

.:;i.:tt"t 
like chakma are quite vibrant there. paralrery she had presented a nice frame work of the

3) Prof. Dr. sarifa sarowa Dina, pro. vice chanceilor of Begum Rokeya University.
Dr' Dina chiefly had shared her views over the Bengati Drama from Bangtadesh. How both poriticar crisisand mythology infruenced their dramatists Dr. Dina had criticaily anaryzed.

4) Mr. tsmailshadi, lecture BRAC University, Dhaka.

Mr' shadi is renounce poet and popular columnist of Bangladesh. He just had , Musayera ,. participants

ffi:"H:Jln"t' 
their own critic, he had quateed tot, considering chronorogy and gender
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5) Prof. Dr. Mehadi Hasan, Bangladesh Civil Services Cadre.

Dr. Hasan had discussed over the Bengali Novels and short Stories of Bangladesh. He had identified

some schoolings over the topic and specially focused how the major novelists is fighting against

coummunality.

6) Dr. Meghamala De Mohanta, Profacer Neheru College, Shilchar Asam.

Dr. Mohanta had talked over the situation of Bengali Literature in Seven Sisters. She had indicated

internalgroupisim as a very serious problem beyond local people's non cooperation.

7) Dr. Tanmay Beer, Professor Sarsuna College, West Bengal.

Dr. Beer had shared his observation over the Bengali Literature of Andaman, Bihar, Jharkhand,

Chattisgarh, Madhya Pradesh and Uttar Pradesh - where he feels Bengali Literature a heritage.

8) Prof. Dr. Tapodhir Bhattacharya. Ex. Vice Chancellor, Asam Central University.

Dr. Bhattacharyya had started his career as a faculty member of Bengali discipline. Later turned into

education administrator out side of Bengal. Naturally he had tried to clarify the practical challenges of

Bengali Literature of other lands in modern age.

9) Observation of organising committee :

Dr. Saibal Roy had shared a field work based report which reflects a clear snobbidity of West Bengal

people over the Bengali Literature of outside . He had expressed a deep satisfaction that this seminar

will potentially guide to minimise the distance feeling
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